I would argue that while Aureole can be seen as a turning-point in terms of Taylor's subsequent career, many of its dance-music ideas had been initiated in Junction the previous year -which, like Aureole, was choreographed to a compilation of Baroque music. Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge Hughes as one of the first writers to distinguish between different types of Taylor choreography.
In order to demonstrate just how wide-ranging Taylor's 1960s choreography was, Aureole, Piece Period and Scudorama will be discussed separately, as three different types of dance work. A more recent work, Roses (1985), will then be analysed in order to show how Taylor went on to create other types of dances later in his career. Discussion of each of these four works will also propose them as contrasting prototypes for four different strands of choreographic development. Respectively: Aureole established Taylor's plotless, lyrical style; Piece Period consolidated his humorous style -which had been initiated in Three Epitaphs as early as 1956; and Scudorama was a further development from Insects and Heroes (1961) in terms of what Taylor has described as his 'nonstory stories'.8 Scudorama confirmed his interest in probing difficult subject matter -most particularly amoral behaviour and social malaise -through non-linear, often multi-layered, narratives. Roses established another prototype much later in Taylor's career, that is, it represented his first truly romantic work.9 In the same way that his Americana works can be distinguished from the 'non-story stories' of Scudorama and its successors -not only by their specifically American subject matter, but also through their contrasting treatment of themes and characters -Roses suggests a different kind of optimism and order than Aureole and, thus, it constitutes a different type of antithesis, both stylistically and philosophically, to Scudorama.
Two crucial disclaimers are necessary. First, because Taylor's choreography is so diverse, any categorisation of it can only be made according to certain types of works and/or certain patterns of progression. It is impossible to pigeon-hole either his style overall or any one of his dances because his choreography presents multiple possibilities -sometimes even within a single work. Significantly, as early as 1966, Taylor attempted to combine ideas from four types of dances -that is, from Aureole, Piece Period, Scudorama and From Sea to Shining Sea -in the hour-long work, Orbs, and thereby further confounded any simple classification of his work into dark and/or light categories. It follows, therefore, that while it is possible to identify key characteristics which distinguish particular prototypes from one another, such characteristics are not always exclusive to subsequent works created within each choreographic strand.
Secondly, the notion of four prototype works -Aureole, Piece Period, Scudorama, and Roses -spawning four strands of choreographic development is neither exhaustive nor finite. Similarly, the range of dance examples used in this article to illustrate certain points is representative rather than comprehensive. The four categories focus specifically on Taylor's choice and treatment of subject matter and even this singular approach lends itself to a consideration of other categories or sub-categories. For example, an idea I have developed elsewhere is the use of ritual in several of Taylor's works'? and another categorisation could be based upon his use of social dance in works such as Piece Period, Company B (1991) and Piazzolla Caldera (1997). Other choreographic features could also form the basis for categorisation, for example, Taylor's recurrent movement preferences; his choice and treatment of music-an obvious sub-group here would be his extended series of works to Baroque music; or his association with particular designers. As Robert Greskovic proposes, One way to sort out the dances of Paul Taylor is to group them according to initial motivation -to where they begin. One group could be made of works that come out of an intent to create a particular image. Another, out of, or around if you will, decor specifications. Yet another comes, seemingly, directly from the chosen piece of music."
A more recent classification should also be identified at this point, partly because it makes reference to some of the same works considered in the four strands below and also to highlight the potential for overlap in any categorisation of Taylor Taylor's ability to match the dominant key and instrumentation of one musical section to another without the aid of a score is uncanny. No music purist would attempt such 'boxing and coxing' but I believe that he has approached these hallowed scores in such a daring way most probably because of his lack of formal training. Whereas Taylor's contrasting series of 'dark', dramatic works have tended to generate their own unique dance vocabulary and structures, works in this plotless, lyrical category manifest similar movement concerns. Thus, they not only constitute a significant strand of development in terms of his choice and treatment of formalist subject matter; they also represent the most continuous series of works through which key elements of the 'Taylor style' can be discerned. Importantly, many of Taylor's signature movements were first codified in Aureole and they recur in subsequent works in this category. For example, his characteristic contraction and spiral, 'C', 'V' and 'wrap' arms and 'overhead switches' are evident across his entire series of works to Baroque music; as are particular steps such as the 'piddly-poops', the 'pump step' and a low, skimming travelling step which is simply known as the Aureole run'.20 Importantly, too, these works are all characterised by a sinuous, successive use of the torso. The initiation of movement comes from deep in the pelvis, emanates up through the spine and shoulders, and out into the arms -unlike the separate, shuddering torso movements and stiff limbs in works such as Dust (1977) Working with rather than against gravity is a fundamental concept of all modern dance styles and, in Taylor In all of Taylor's plotless works, allegro sections also require a sense of on-going momentum -whether the movement is performed sur place or travelling, the emphasis is on patterning through space rather than on 'peak' moments. In the Second Movement of Airs, for example, three male-female couples perform a series of fast port de bras. Known as the 'semaphore section', the dancers alternate between standing and kneeling while moving their arms through 1st, 5th and 2nd positions. Executed correctly, this section should be a kaleidoscope of constantly changing whole body patterns. However, because of the quick, bouncy tempo, dancers unfamiliar with Taylor's style tend to over-emphasise the arms, striking and holding conventional ballet positions rather than originating each movement through the torso and making rapid shifts of body weight.
Jean Nuchtern describes Taylor Thus, while all four works draw inspiration from the impressionistic form and mood of their accompaniment and all of them acknowledge an historical connection between Debussy's music and the choreography of Vaslav Nijinsky-most particularly, because of the rigorous two-dimensional movement style which characterises each of the four works -only one work, Guests of May, can be described unequivocally as plotless and two others, Images and Arabesque, are -like Esplanade -only predominantly so.
NON-STORY NARRATIVES
Scudorama was the prototype for a series of dramatic works in which Taylor presents non-linear and often multi-layered narratives. Although it did not survive in repertory beyond the 1960s, it was succeeded by several key works which continued to explore a similar type and treatment of theme. Many of these concern 'ugly' characters (to use Fleming's generic term) and 'layered, elusive scenarios'.53 Also, as previous discussion intimated, this group of works is characterised by a particularly wide-ranging movement vocabulary. Fleming acknowledges the latter characteristic thus:
Nearly every one of those Taylor There's a black humor that runs crooked straight down Mr. Taylor's artistic backbone -it is ghoulish, misanthropic and yet somehow funny. Occasionally it is funny-peculiar, and often funny-uncomfortable. "3 In the same way that Taylor structures separate scenes in sequential order in his dramatic works, many of his humorous works are also episodic in form. Since he more often than not adopts a 'stream of consciousness' approach during the creation of a new work and because he has a broad movement vocabulary to draw upon, it follows that, potentially, many of his works could evolve either as darkly dramatic or humorously so. Thus, there are certain structural and movement parallels between many of his humorous works and those considered in his 'non-story stories' category above. (The exception is a sub-group of works in this third category which were 'plotted' more schematically prior to the start of the rehearsal process and which tend to have a more linear narrative structure and specific characters -and, thus, they share some similarities with his Americana works. This sub-group of comic works, such as Agathe's Tale, Snow White, The Sorcerer's Sofa and In the Beginning will be considered later in this section.)
Taylor has categorised his humorous works thus:
There are all kinds of humor and I think through the years I've used them all -sheer humor, the biting kind, the snide, the ironic, the plain silly things we all do sometimes.'"4
The '4 Ibid. 15 Auieole's subject matter, enhanced by its simple white costumes and lighting, and mellifluous Handel music was certainly different from the work of other American modern dance choreographers, which at that time was synonymous with social comment, sombre accompaniment and 3-D design. It was also in marked contrast to the nascent postmodern dance with its pedestrian, task-oriented, mixed-media explorations of non-proscenium stages.
